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Sanban-Cho, Chiyoda-Ku Leiter 10 lhe Readers 
Is It the  End of the World? 
The European Community is not all economics and politics; 
there are of course such EC concerns as an evolving social 
policy. But, more, there exists that side of life journalistically 
known as "human interest" (not that economics and politics 
aren't interesting to humans). Regardless of the misnomer, the 
following commences an irregular series of human interest 
stories. The stories, it is hoped, will offer relief from the topics 
dominating today's news. They may even find us laughing at 
ourselves. 
Occupying three stories of the 13-story EC Commission head-
quarters (the Berlaymont) in Brussels is a computer nicknamed 
"the Beast." Run  by a Berlaymont gnome named Herr Doktor 
Hendrick Eldeman, the gigantic computer has a gigantic task: 
to assign a number to every person, not just in the Common 
Market but in the entire world. Each person wonld then have 
his number invisibly laser-tatooed on the forehead or back of 
.the hand. Viewed under infrared scanners to be placed at all 
checkout counters and other places of business, the numbers 
would provide a. walking credit card system-an international 
currency of which the Community's economic and monetary 
union is but the intermediate goal. 
True or false? True, if you are one of a number of Funda-
mentalist Protestants in the United States who have recently 
bombarded the EC Commission's Washington delegation with 
requests for more information on "the Beast." False, say Com-
mon Market spokesmen: There is no such computer and Dr. 
Eldeman does not exist. The head of the Washington delega-
tion's information service, Andrew A.  Mulligan, laughingly says, 
"We'll annihilate this rumor!" But the delegation employee, 
Mrs. Ella Krucoff, who handles the American public's informa-
tion requests says it's no laughing matter, for the queries keep 
coming. In any case, most of the true-believers dismiss the EC 
denials as no better than recently-exposed CIA lies. 
The origin of the rumor is hard to track down, but Fundamen-
talist literature published in the United States is replete with 
references to the Common Market's existence as fulfilling Bib-
lical prophecies of the end of the world. A well-reasoned article 
in a magazine published by the Chicago-based Moody Bible 
Institute (named after the nineteenth century evangelist) high-
lights the parallels: Nebuchadnezzar's dream of the "end-
days" before the Second Coming of Christ includes the image 
of a beast: "As the toes of the feet were part of clay, so the 
kingdom shall be partly strong, and partly broken (Daniel 
2:42)." What better description for the Common Market today, 
says the author of the Moody Monthly article. The toes and 
horns in the dream image are ten, and this number is again 
mentioned in the Bible's last Book, Revelation; the article's 
author points to the Berlaymont's ten flagpoles and the possi-
bility of Greek or Norwegian Common Market membership. The 
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EEC Rome Treaty supports the author's interpretations of the 
Books of Ezekiel, Daniel, and Revelation that this "last-days" 
kingdom is a new Roman Empire. The analogies go on and on, 
and are also used in the American best-seller The Late Great 
Planet Earth, predicting the imminent end of the world. 
Dr. Eldeman and his now apparently famous computer, how-
ever, seem a case of stretching the uncanny similarities to 
fantasy. In talking of the EC computer, the California magazine 
Gospel Calf cites a passage from the Book of Revelation about 
the beast dreamt by Nebuchadnezzar: "And he causeth all, 
both great and small, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a 
mark in their hand, or in their foreheads: And that no man 
might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the 
beast, or the number of his name. Here is wisdom. Let him that 
hath understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the 
number of a man; and his number is six hundred three-score 
and six." According to Gospel Call, Dr. Eldeman plans to use 
three six-digital units in the laser-tatooing computer. 
Any publicity is good publicity, public relations experts told 
the EC Commission's Washington delegation after its 1973 
Gallup poll showed most Americans (55 per cent) had never 
heard .of the Common Market (see European Community No. 
167, pp. 8-12). Now at least some of the previously uninformed 
are asking the delegation to send them copies of the nonex-
istent EC publication titled "See What the Beast Is Doing." Per-
haps the Commission's press secretary should consider hiring 
American Fundamentalists to pass the good word about the 
Community's growing strength and power. But long-time Ber-
laymont cynics would no doubt reply: Beware false prophets. 
Walter Nicklin fira[0$ 0f t{rall|, ff l|i||lilu0
Common Market Braces for French-ltalian "Wine War"
PETER KENYON,  Erusse/s correspondent  f or the London  Sunday Times
Sold, 650 million gallons of wine: That was iust overspill f rom
the Common Market wine lake-1 974 vintage-and  not a drop
was drunk. Enough to supply every American, teetotaler or
not, with 88 bottles each. The mind dulls at the thought. But
the palate would have found it dull as well, for the bulk was
not fit to drink. Instead,  it was forcibly evaporated, mainly
from cellars across southern France into industrial alcohol
courtesy  of EC taxpayers.  The alternative was political fer-
ment throughout the Midi-the  major wine producing  region
of France, bordering the Mediterranean-and  financial ruin
for thousands  of the region's small wine producers.  Such is
the work of Bacchus  in an interventionist economy.
The fruit of the 1975 vintage promises  to be as plentiful of
problems  as that in 1974 and 1973. Forewarned  by bright blue
Mediterranean  skies, the Midi wine producers quickly began
flexing their political muscle to stave off financial ruin from
another overful harvest. Entangled in a web of unhappy  cir-
cumstances,  more twisted than the tendrils of their vines, the
wine producers' anger and frustration  has threatened the fa-
bric of the Common Market itself.
At root is a structural surplus ol vin ordinaire (everyday table
wine)-often too weak even for undiscriminating  palates-
which can not be uprooted without considerable social hard-
ship, except at a price. The will "to pay" is the test that the
nine EC member states face this autumn.
The problem  of overproduction is not new. The history of
the French liquor industry was begotten by surplus wine. In
1699 a copius vintage  was transformed through distillation
into brandy. New vine planting was prohibited in 1730. Sur-
pluses were sold off to Russia between  1735 and 
'1 740. The
Languedoc  riots in the Midi region in 1907 against the threat
from synthetic wine gave rise to the French legal definition  of
wine. Persistent  overproduction  in the Thirties gave rise to the
establishment  of the French wine class structure administered
by the /nstifut national des appelations d'origine,  to control
output of quality wines. As every wine connoiseur now knows
a French wine with the hallmark  Appelations  Controll$es (AC)
or vins delimitds de qualit6 sup6rieure (VDOS) are numbered
among the royalty of this noble beverage.
It is, however, the commoners  amongst wine and the Lan-
guedoc  peasants who make them that are hapless victims
of what they see as inadequate  protection by either national
control or the EC common  agricultural  policy for wine.
Output is largely determined by the whims of the weather.
EC production-concentrated  mainly in France and ltaly-has
fluctuated as much as 33 oer cent between harvests, as it did
between 1972 and 1973. Two bumper crops in succession, in-
flation, and then recession have shown up a very serious di-
vergent trend between production and consumption.
Over the period 1964-1974  production grew by 1.7 per cent
a year, while consumption trailed at 0.23 per cent. This year
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An ltalian lamet tastes the new vintage  . . . "and the minct dulls at the hought
of millions ol gallons ol surplus  wine."
an estimated 4.1 billion gallons of wine will be vintaged while
consumption, relatively stagnant in the Community,  is cal-
culated at 3 billion gallons. There is, however, a surplus in
production of everyday wines only (quality wines and table
wines enjoying a good reputation do not pose problems).
Consumption  continues  to grow, albeit sporadically, in Ger-
many, the Netherlands,  lreland, Denmark, and Britain. Never-
theless,  none of this fitful imbibing is sufficient to offset static
wino consumption in France and ltaly. A 5 per cent lall in con-
sumption in France or ltaly requires  a 100 per cent increase  in
Britain to take up what would remain unsold.
Last year there was such a fall in consumption in France.
"Monsieur Dupont" drank 6 liter bottles less than in 1973. Suc-
cessive government-sponsored cam paigns against  alcohol  ism,
a preference  for better quality wine, and less spare cash all
contributed to this drop in consumption. For French producers
of cheap table wines it was just one of the factors that led them
onto the streets of southern France this spring.
Traditionally  these producers had relied on wholesale  mer-
chants to fortify their produce  with stronger imported  wines.
These used to come f rom Algeria, but one of the effects  of the
"and the mind dulls at the thoughtEC common wine policy was that the ltalians took over this
role. France imported more than 50 million gallons of wine
from ltaly during'1  975 and 79 million in1974, and the French
Government estimates the figure will be appreciably higher in
1975. These ltalian wines have a much higher quality-better
body and alcoholic content-than those cheap table wines
oroduced  in France.
Then, a section  of the French wine traders started selling
this ltaiian wine direct to the French consuming public. In addi-
tion to their superior qualities as wines, the ltalian produce was
also considerably cheaper following the substantial deprecia-
tion of the lira against the French  f ranc.
PROTESTS AND COUNTERPROTESTS
This development,  first evidenced in 1972, provoked  an angry
reaction from Languedoc  producers.  Hostilities flared up again
this spring, leading to a temporary,  though effective, closure of
the French frontier to ltalian wine imoorts after talks between
the French Government  and the wine wholesale  merchants,  on
whom the producers  depend to sell their produce. ltaly pro-
tested against this gross inf ringement  of Common Market
rules, as did the EC Commission  in Brussels. But not too forc-
ibly:The illegal French move undoubtedly eased a decision of
the EC Council  of Ministers  to subsidize  the distillation  of an
extra 350 million gallons of wirre, to clear producers' cellars for
the coming  harvest.
The latest series ol violent incidents in southern France,
timed to coincide with annual French migration southwards
during August vacation,  were also linked to another  EC Council
of Ministers meeting. That scheduled for September  9 was to
decide on new regulations for the wine industry from the vine
to the table. To olacate orotesters in the Midi. the French Gov-
ernment promised  to take national measures, if the Council
lailed to take Community  action. The EC farm ministers met all
night in the Council but did indeed fail to reach agreement  due
to ltalian objections to two French  proposals.  And the French
threats became reality-an import tax, averaging 12 per cent,
on ltalian squeezings. Thus commenced  the Common Market
"wine war."
Despite  its dramatic title, the wine war is a typical example
of the domestic problems of a Community  which has its basic
rules but which also has social and human problems  some-
times not covered by the rules. Does ltaly, owing to its mone-
tary weakness, export enormous quantities of wine to France
at "dumping  prices," as is commonly  asserted  by angry wine-
growers from southern France? Does France,  in taxing ltalian
wine imports by appealing to an outdated article of the EC
common  agricultural  policy's wine regulation (the safeguard
clause), violate the letter or, above all, the spirit ol the Com-
mon Market, which includes  the free movement of agricultural
products? How much longer will the Community  tolerate such
excessive  quantities of poor quality table wine which the con-
Hatvesting  lhe grapes in France . . . "but Euro-Bacchanalia  remains unhappily  a ltippery ol on ovettipe memory."sumer refuses to drink and which eventually must be burned
and converted into alcohol at the Community's  expense?
These questions raise even more questions  to which the
Community  must give short as well as long-term answers.
And, in responding  to these agricultural  (or viticultural)  ques-
tions, the Community  will have to take into account the social
problems  in the wine world-namely, in the Midi region of
southern  France and also in the Mezzogiorno region of south-
ern ltaly, where interests conflict.
In the midst of the crisis, EC Commissioner  Petrus J. Lar-
dinois, responsible  for the common agricultural  policy, called
attention  to the fact that some member states heavily tax wine
consumption,  while excise duties on wine are of no importance
in France and don't exist in ltaly or Germany.  For example,
Lardinois himself calculated the British duty to be equal to
seven times the producer price and called this "dreadful'"
So the Commission  has requested  member states to restrain
excise taxes. This request is not to plunge the Community  into
inebriety, but to give each consumer  the possibility of drinking
wine. Who could buy a car if it were taxed several times its
cost price?
In other action, the Commission  has ruled that the French
Government is not authorized  to impose an import tax on ltal-
ian wines. In practice this means  that there will be either legal
proceedings,  possibly  decided by the EC Court of Justice, or
resolution  within the Council of Ministers.  The Commission
also decided  to abolish,  as of September  29, the 12.3 per cent
German border tax levied, for monetary  reasons, on wine im-
ports coming lrom ltaly and France. Also, ltaly was requested
to pay the sums due to its wine growers more quickly than be-
fore under EC regulations (refunds,  aids, subsidies  for distil-
lation, etc.) Finally, the Commission  proposed  export subsidies
for a six-month period:  According to Lardinois' calculations,
there is outside the Community  a market for up to 80 million
gallons of table wine.
In addition, the Commission's long-term proposals,  first
mado in July, have become increasingly more valid:
o no longer to encourage  inferior wine production;
o to bring replantations of vineyards under strict regulation;
o to avoid distillation  of poor quality wines;
o to envisage the uprooting of certain vineyards.
In short, the Commission  has opted for quality as the answer
to quantity.
And, in today's world, quality seems an appropriate answer
to the question  of quantity,  of how to close the gap between
production and consumption.  With rising incomes,  palates  be-
come more discriminating or/and pretentious.  Aspirations to a
Chateau Lafite, reputed to be the best of red wines, are uncon-
strained  by such mundane considerations as price. Similar
considerations  apply to any wine bearing  one of the hallmarks
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Petrus  J. Latdinois gets tough:  At a September  Erusse/s tews conlerence the
Commissionet  responsible  lor the common agticulturcl  policy announces
Commission  action in the wine sectot.
of authenticity. The producers  of AC wines are not averse to
producing more than their quota and marketing it under the
same name, but without that sought-after hallmark that com-
mands a premium price. For the discerning consumer  there is
a chance  to get a pedigree  wine at a discount. The faithful con-
noiseur has the oleasure and satisfaction of the limited edition
at a lower price than he would otherwise have to pay if pro-
ducers of the finest wines were obligated to honor the quota
system in terms of volume  rather than just on their labels. This
practice imposes a considerable constraint on the marketing
opportunities for the producers  of mere commoners  amongst
wines, if they can upgrade  its quality.
While cheap French table wines do not enjoy a flattering
reputation, German and ltalian wines continue to prosper  bytheir respective qualities, both within the Common Market and
in overseas export markets.  French exports have recently suf-
fered  f rom being overpriced. How much damage the recent
Bordeaux  f raud case has done to the hitherto untarnished rec-
ord of the trade remains to be seen. Exposed at the end of
1973, this case involved one of the most reputable  families in
the Bordeaux wine trade accused  of selling plonk under AC
labels. The quantities f raudulently labeled  amounted  to nearly
2 million bottles-that  is, nearly 6 per cent of total wine pro-
duction in the Bordeaux  region.  French exports to the lucrative
American  market slumped dramatically. Quantities shipped fell
40 per cent compared  with 1973 to just under 6 million gallons.
But this probably ref lected burgeoning stocks held by Amer-
ican importers  from previous seasons, rather than a horrified
reaction to trade malpractices. On the whole, overall wine ex-
ports from the European Community  have stood up well to
detrimental  effects of world recession  in the soirit of "be mer-
ry, and be damned."
A sensational  attempt earlier this year to open up new export
markets for Common Market wines appears to have failed.
Whilst disappointing  to the producers,  there were, surprisingly,
sighs of relief in Brussels.  French Communist  import-exporter,
Jean Doumeng,  had held out the prospect of a massive long-
term deal with the Soviet Union for 125 million gallons of white
wino a year. To conclude Doumeng, who successfully disposed
of the EC butter mountain in 1973 to the Community's  subse-
quent embarrassment,  needed an export subsidy for which the
French Government  duly applied to Brussels. Neither the Fed-
eral German Government,  with its tight grip on the purse
strings, nor the British Government,  with the referendum  on
Common Market membership in the offing, was ready to ex-
pose itself to criticism  for wasting money selling cheap
booze to the Russians-however much it might have contrib-
uted to d6tente.
By rejecting an easy solution to disposal of excess supplies,
the Nine indicated a determination to try and tackle the struc-
tural problems  of the common agricultural  policy at root. In
the case of wine that is, on surface, a relatively simple task:
Few member states have a direct vested interest in the status
quo. (The converse is true for other products such as dairy
Wa||ing||iends:FrnchAg|icu|turlMiniste|christian
cl Agticulturcl  Ministerc  meeting  in Srusse/s."Champagne  by any othet name. . . ." Hete the teal tning being  pacNagecl  tn flance.
produce,  in which every member state has a substantial in-
terest, and thus which makes changing  the present policy ex-
tremely dilficult.)
CHAMPAGNE IS CHAMPAGNE
Some Continental producers,  fed up with the constraints im-
posed on production nationally and within the EC f ramework,
are following the example of their forebears  and setting up in
the United States. The biggest French champagne  producer,
Moet-Hennessy, started  up a massive $8 million proiect in the
Napa Valley in California, which in full production would make
it one of the biggest "champagne"  producers in the United
States. When announced  in 1973, the project provoked  an im-
mense chuckle amongst Californian producers. French cham-
pagne producers  have been arguing  for generations  that for-
eign competitors had no right to call their sparkling white
wines "champagne."  Recently they successfully fought a case
through the High Court in London against Spanish  imitators.
So the question is what will Moet-Hennessy's  American  sub-
sidiary call its Californian "champagne"?  The market launch
is scheduled  for later this Year.
The hyper-sense of propriety of European wine producers is
causing considerable strains in EC-US relations. EC labeling
regulations  are extremely  strict. Following  the example of
French national regulations,  wines have to come from the place
they are purported to have been produced-champagne  is a
case in point. The Brussels authorities expect exporters to the
Common Market to respect these regulations' American ex-
ports to the center  of the wine world are very small-amount-
ing to no more than a million bottles a year-but growing.
Nevertheless, American  endorsement  of the rules that EC
producers  are obliged to respect is proving difficult to obtain.
So far there have just been threats  of new US regulations,
some of which even US wine producers do not want to know
about. With EC exports  to the States worth over $40 million a
year, EC officials in Brussels are treading very warily to avoid
exacerbating  the wine industry's problems.
This year, 1975, is marked  by a centenary that poses the
question:  "Have the Europeans any right to be so possessive
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about the names  of their wines?" A century ago the existence
of the French wine industry was threatened by a little bug of
the genus phytloxera. Named in 1868 by its discoverer, a Pro-
fessor Planchon,  as the "destroyer," hordes of these tiny in-
sects were literally sucking the vineyards  dry. An American
entomologist, C. V. Riley, confirmed its identity. Planchon  knew
that the "destroyer" was of American origin and deduced  that
it had been introduced into France with imported plants. He
also noted that American vines flourished in spite of the bug.
Assisted by Riley, this intrepid French scientist studied vines
in the United States and concluded that French vines would
have to be replaced  with American stock. This approach  was
shown to work in 1875 by a grower with a small vineyard near
Arles at the mouth of the Rhone. However, American  vines pro-
duced inferior grapes  and were unsuited  to local soil condi-
tions. These problems  were not definitely  remedied for another
8 years, when the London firm of W & A Gilbey, which had ac-
quired vineyards in the Medoc, northwest  of Bordeaux,  also in
1875, successfully replanted using American root-stock, graft-
ing on local strains of vine.
Not surprisingly this remedy was accepted with some re-
luctance by proud, unscientific  French growers. But over a
period of 20 years f rom the mid-1 860's it was estimated  that 40
per cent ol' French vineyards  were destroyed. lt was a desper-
ate situation of "replant  or go bust." Eventually American root-
stock was used to replant  2.86 million acres throughout France.
French pride in delaying adoption of the scientifically  estab-
lished remedy, however, cost the country an estimated  12 bil-
lion francs in lost earnings.
Today the bill for reluctance to sort out the wine industry's
problems  will be paid for not by the producers  themselves,  but
by EC taxpayers.  The immediate  danger is that French-ltalian
rivalry will delay the introduction  of new regulations  to control
the industry Community-wide, provoking an open clash be-
tween the French Government  and the Brussels authorities and
possibly  a trade war between two member countries.  The
stakes have been pitched extremely high. Although France
stands to lose more from a trade war than ltaly, the gains for
political parties in the Midi from appearing  to be tough with
Brussels are substantial in an area traditionally  dominated by
the French left and now influenced by growing regionalist sen-
timent reflecting disaffection with Paris.
That is the sort of brinkmanship that occasionally surfaces
in Common Market affairs. But it reflects the typical undercur-
rents of EC business. What is evident is that the wine policy is
alar cry from the popular romantic image of the noble art of
wine-making. lt is just a pity that when the cup overflows,  those
hard-nosed  politicians  in Brussels have been unwilling to con-
sider more exciting methods of disposal other than boiling it
down into industrial alcohol. Euro-Bacchanalia remains unhap-
pily a frippery of an overripe memory.
" Herc the rcal thing being  packaged  in FranceAccreditation  of People's Republic Ambassador Reflects Changing Attitudes
[l|ina [0l||0$10 Brl|$$01$
DICK Wf LSON, Sritish writer specializing in Asian Aff airs
On September 15-16 the People's  Republic of China became
the 103rd country,  and the first communist country (besides
Yugoslavia), with an accredited  ambassador to the European
Economic  Community,  as Ambassador  Li Lien-pi presented his
letters of credentials to the presidents  ot the EC Commission
and the Council of Ministers. There follows an analysis ot
China's attitudes toward the European  Community.  The author,
whose most recent books are The Long March and The Future
Role of Singapore, is the former editor of the Far Eastern Eco-
nomic Review in Hong Kong and the lormer financial editor ot
the Straits Times ln Singapore.  He now is editor of the British
m ag azi ne China Quarterly.
"Both of us a people of yesterday,  both of us a people of to-
morrow." EC Commission  Vice President  Christopher Soames'
words before the European Parliament  this summer described
the similar base f rom which China and the European  Commun-
ity now approach  their new relationship. Unlike America and
Russia, both are ancient centers  of civilization  which have lost
their former power and cannot expect to rebuild it within this
century.
China's recognition of the European Community  on May 8
set the seal on a change in policy which had been developing
since 1970. China has swung  f rom guarded hostility against
the Community  (in 1969 it was still being variously portrayed
by Peking as the "center of imperialist contradictions" and an
"American machination") to an almost embarrassingly fulsome
support  for it. This message has been spelt out in an unprece-
dented series of welcomes for visits from European  political
leaders, both government  and opposition, over the past five
years.
And the Chinese came to Europe as well. The then Chinese
foreign minister made an official visit to London and Paris in
1973, and Vice Premier Teng Hsiao-ping  (now the senior Chi-
nese leader fit for foreign travel, who is effectively deputizing
for Chou En-lai) made an official visit to Paris in May of this
year. Both visits were unprecedented.  The Chinese loudly ex-
horted Britain to vote "yes" in its EC referendum  and openly
criticized the Europeans for dilly-dallying  on their road to full
political, economic,  and military unity.
All this built up to fever pitch over the past year with visits
to Peking by the then Danish Prime Minister Poul Hartling,
Belgian  Prime Minister Leo Tindemans,  and Dutch Foreign
Minister Max van der Stoel. Finally, Commission  Vice Presi-
dent Soames went in May to secure the formal establishment
of official relations  and China's  commitment  to accredit a rep-
resentative  to the Community.
EUROPEAN  HONEYMOON
Why has China become so enamoured  of the European  Com-
munity? The obvious  and most popular  explanation is the
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Ambassadot  Li Lien-pi (lelt) ptesents  his letterc  ol crcdentials to EC Commission
P rcs ident F rcngois-Xav  ie I Ottol i.
common factor of the Soviet threat. As long as Russion divi-
sions are poised alarmingly on the Sino-Soviet  (and Sino-Mon-
golian) border, it is obviously in the Chinese interest  that a
counter-distraction  exists around  the Soviet Union's western
frontiers, which would then inhibit possible "adventurism"  d
la Czechoslovakia in the east.
But the Chinese do not rest their case for the European Com-
munity  on so crude and nationally selfish a plea. They have in-
stead constructed a most elaborate international justification
for their West European  honeymoon,  one which now chal-
lenges the ideology of the capitalist-communist  dichotomy for
priority in guiding world affairs.
This is the concept of a worldwide alliance against the hege-
monistic tendencies of the two superpowers,  the United States
and the Soviet Union. The theme was most authoritativelystated by Premier Chou En-lai in his report to the National 
People's Congress in Peking on January 13 this year: 
"The contention for world hegemony between the two super-
powers, the United States and the Soviet Union, is becoming 
more and more intense. Their contention has extended to every 
corner of the world, the focus of their contention being Europe. 
Soviet social-imperialism 'makes a feint to the east while at-
tacking in the west.' ... We should ally ourselves with all forces 
in the world that can be allied with to combat colonialism, im-
perialism, and above all superpower hegemonism .... We sup-
port the countries and people of the 'Second World' in their 
struggle against superpower control, threats, and bullying. We 
support the efforts of West European countries to get united in 
this struggle ....  " 
The Economist, the London weekly, has unkindly reduced 
this philosophy to the formula that in a world of "goodies and 
baddies," China characterizes Europeans as "the in-between-
iss." The conceptual pedigree for this goes back to the early 
Sixties, after the Sino-Soviet monolith had irretrievably 
cracked. Chairman Mao then identified two separate interna-
tiona! zones standing between the "good" socialists and the 
"bad" capitalist-imperialists. 
The first was what we now call the "Third World" of devel-
oping countries. The second was the group of smaller capi-
talist states suffering from American economic "imperialism" 
and  political "bullying"-that is, Western Europe, Canada, Aus-
tralia, and Japan. Now in the Seventies the scenario has been 
more radically revised. The socialist bloc no longer exists, in 
the Chinese analysis. There are still three worlds, but the "bad-
dies" are now overtly named as Russia and America. Vice Pre-
mier Teng spelled it out for the world in his famous address to 
the United Nations (UN) General Assembly on April10, 1974: 
"The world today actually consists of three parts, or three 
worlds, that are both interconnected and in contradiction to 
one another. The United States and the Union of Soviet So-
cialist Republics make up the First World. The developing 
countries in Asia, Africa, Latin America, and other regions 
make up the Third World. The developed countries between 
the two make up the Second World .. . . The case of the devel-
oped countries in between the superpowers and the develop-
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colonialist relations of one form or another with Third World 
countries, and a country like Portugal even continues with its 
barbarous colonial rule. An end must be put to this state of af-
fairs. At the same time, all these developed countries are in 
varying degrees controlled, threatened, or bullied by the one 
superpower or the other. Some of them have in fact been re-
duced by a superpower to the position of dependencies under 
the signboard of its so-called 'family.' In varying degrees, all 
these countries have the desire of shaking off superpower en-
slavement or control and safeguarding their national independ-
ence and the integrity of their sovereignty." 
yond the old national markets and political structures; second, 
if the European countries want to regain their past position 
and influence, they must pool their resources; third, the Euro-
pean countries individually profit from their unity in their strug-
gle against the threat of hegemony by the two superpowers." 
In other words, the European Community is still capitalist, 
but in circumstances where, even for the survival of world so-
cialism, it is more significant that it is independent-minded 
enough to resist superpower pressures. An  article in the Chi-
nese economic press in 1973 explained the reasons for the 
European Community's enlargement on three grounds: "First, 
modern technical skills and organization are getting more pow-
erful every day, and they can only be developed if they go be-
Vice Premier Teng congratulated his hosts in Paris this 
spring because the French "deeply understand that, without 
national independence, the people will have nothing." National 
integrity is a precondition of socialism, even if that integrity 
happens for the moment to be protected by capitalist rather 
than socialist forces. And, indeed, to Chinese eyes European 
capitalists are more effective and realistic in this matter than 
European socialists. 
When Foreign Minister Chiao Kuan-hua toasted West Ger-
man Christian Democrat leader Franz-Josef Strauss in Peking 
in  ~anuary ,  the former e)(plained, "Our two states have different 
social systems, but it is quite possible for us to be friends. What 
is important is that we both stand for independence, that we will 
neither dance to other people's tune nor be led up the garden 
path, and allow neither of the superpowers to sit on bur backs  . . ..  " 
trade agreement itsel{ before Euro-
p.eans and Chinese can begin to ac! 
in consequence of their mutuai in-
teresfs. M  '  ~ 
Before this can happen, a lot of 
questions need to be answered. Are 
the·  new trends in Chinese trade over 
• the last two years\ eal'ly in* dicative of 
a  st:Jift  in~emphasis in Peking'seco-
nomic policy, which ha§ kept e'xternal 
trade in a position of mar:ginal sig-
nificance in the country's overall eco-
nomic framework (trf!ditionallyb 
§irOtJnd 6 per cent of GNP, but per-
haps as much as 9 per ~cenf  in 1974)? 
Wha!. is to,be the Jhlp§lct on the Chi-
nese economic policy of tomorrow of 
.Chairman Mao's dictum "relY- fl)ainJy 
pn our own efforts while maklng ex-
fernal assistance subsidiary?" Sim-
ilarly, is Peking prepared to run com-
mercial deficits (importing· machinery 
and technology) in the interests of ao-
mestio economic development? Anti 
,directly ~elate .d to Jhis question: Can 
Chinese"  exports  r~ally compete effec-
tively on the markets oJ the'Nine with-
out some element of industrial and 
economic cooperation? Finally, what 
are the needs of the Chinese market, 
and how may Europeari pu~lnessmen 
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go about'locating and meetin'g
1
them 
in  a counJry where foreign trade is&! .. 
state monopoly? 
A framework ~:Mpply J ng some of the 
answers to these questions was pro-
vided by the'Council of Ministers in 
November 1974 when theyapproved 
a prototype trade agreement for EC 
finks with the communLst state-trad-
ing countries'. This so-called "outlin,e 
agreement," which has been  pass~d 
on t6 the Chinese authoritres, calls for 
the creation ·Of joint committees for a 
regular dialogue qn trade matters. In 
addition/ the framework accord (of··a 
npn-preferential natur§ valid from five 
to ten years) pays speciaf attention to 
seledive quota concessions ard 
most-favored-nation treatment on 
traff questions, and alludes.to the 
possibility of export credit finance. 
This, together with the possible 
~extepsion of the EC generalized 
preferen- ce plan, seems certain to be 
the basic-framework within which 
EC·China trade links will be de-
veloped 1n the years to cqme. But 
the actual commercial growth rate 
may depend just as much on the suc-
cess of industrial and technological 
cooperation carried out by the'Nine 
individually:'' The fruits of such coop-
eration coul- d be incr€ased CQrnmu-
nity imports from China. This develop-
m  ment is seen as essential,by:those 
who fe~l that unless Chinese exports 
to Europe can be boosted, then ~~­
king may feel corppelled to cut back 
on-its imports from  ~urope. 
The future challenge on trade re-
mains a matter for speculation whose 
accuracy is certain to be pffected by 
broader and defermihing politicar' 
conside-rations. In this respe9t the 
omens are good. China has, for in-
stance, welcomed several of the Com-
munity's major e,xterl)al i[litiatives,, in 
parlicular the EC search for dialogue 
.. with the oil producers, its develop-
ment strategy (specifically, th'e Lome 
Convention), and Community agree-
ments with the developing countries 
of Asia  ... This reaction is no doubt dic-
tated by overall strategic priorities. 
But the overlapping of Peking's inter-
national attitudes with those being de-
, velopedby the Nine-however differ-
ently motivated-is grounds for rea-
soned optimism on future politica1 
and economic links. 
--John Robinson, editor of the 
Brossels newsletter Eumpean Report 
"'"  < The  tea and conversation are good: EC  Commission Vice  President Christopher Soames (right) on his May visit to China meets with Chinese Premier Chou En-lai. 
China does not pretend that Europe is not capitalist, and there 
are periodic items in the Chinese press pointing to the alleged 
shortcomings of the Western European capitalist system-one 
which is doomed eventually to failure even if it does achieve 
some useful things in the meantime. But these reports are 
played down. 
Hence the irritation of the majority of West European Com-
munists, typified by the retort of French Communist Party lead-
er George Marchais to Vice Premier Teng during the latter's 
recent visit to Paris: "He is defending a Europe of trusts and 
monopolies, an aggressive Europe. These are indeed curious 
communists. They have abandoned the line of the Marxist-
Leninist proletarian revolution. The Europe we conceive is not 
that of which Teng Hsiao-ping is dreaming." 
A small minority of European Communists is more tolerant of 
the Chinese analysis, but Foreign Minister Chiao is reported to 
hav£1 assured European visitors that China maintained no con-
tact with the so-called Maoist groups in Europe, which in fact 
have nothing in common with Mao's teaching. 
Europeans are, of course, somewhat put out by Chinese 
patronage, especially in its less sophisticated version of "don't 
trust the Russians in detente." They patiently explain why they 
need Soviet detente, and defend their measurement of its safe 
and realizable scope. They also give good reasons for the de-
lays in European unity. The Chinese take these points but con-
tinue to warn of the imminence of a conventional (not nuclear) 
war in Europe triggered by American-Soviet rivalry. 
Meanwhile, the other factors in the new China-EC relation-
ship must be mentioned. Trade is an important one, since 
China. hopes to build its next phase of heavy industrial develop-
ment on a selective import of plants and technology. The im-
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ports would come from a variety of sources, among which 
Europe is the most important (the United States being still un-
der some suspicion as a superpower, despite the Nixon open-
ing to Peking; and Japan being a little too close, in geography 
as well as history, for comfort). There will be 1000 French and 
German engineers and technicians resident in China (and a 
corresponding number of Chinese trainees in France and Ger-
many) over the next decade in connection with only two key 
contracts for a petrochemical complex and a steel mill. 
The European Community accounts for about 15 per cent of 
China's world trade, but its significance is far greater. To pay 
for plants and technology, China must expand her exports to 
the European Community, and herein lies the importance of 
the trade agreement which Ambassador Li  Lien-pi is about to 
negotiate with the EC Commission. 
Another common interest between Peking and Brussels is 
the Third World. The Lome Convention was hailed in China as 
a model of what the Second and Third Worlds could do by ne-
gotiation, as distinct from the confrontation which comes as 
second nature to the superpowers. Prime Minister Dom Mintoff 
of Malta was singled out for praise in Peking at the beginning 
of this year for his role in "strengthening the unity between 
European and Third World countries on the basis of equality 
and mutual benefit, thus making a useful contribution to the 
struggle of the people of the world against hegemonism." 
China has supported the Organization of Petroleum Exporting 
Countries (OPEC) and calls for a new international economic 
order, but in a context of gradualistic reform of world eco-
nomic relationships which would meet the minimal national 
interests of both the Second and the Third Worlds-not in a 
context of revolutionary change. North and south Meet Hall way 
IMF and UN Meetings Demonstrate a United Europe 
Hard to imagine not too long ago, but the European Community 
"spoke with one voice" in two international meetings held in 
the United States in September-the thirtieth annual meet-
ing of the Board of Governors of the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF) and of the International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development (IBRD, or World Bank} in Washington and 
the seventh special session of the United Nations (UN) General 
Assembly in New York. 
For the first time a coordination meeting at ministerial level 
was held sur place in New York, at which the "Nine" reaffirmed 
their intention to maintain a common position throughout the 
UN special session. A subsequent press release by the EC 
Council Presidency, now held by the Italians, underlined the 
fact that this was an important demonstration of the EC identity 
within the UN framework. 
Topics common to both meetings were the problems of de-
velopment and cooperation and the fate of the world's poorest 
countries. The special session was convened specifically to 
discuss the "major themes of the development process" and 
arose directly out of the declaration on the establishment of a 
new economic order, adopted unanimously at last year's sixth 
special session. The IMF-World Bank meeting, for its part, gave 
special attention to the problems of the developing countries 
· and stressed increasing economic interdependence. 
The Washington meeting brought together the finance minis-
ters of 127 member countries, almost all in the same boat with 
problems of inflation, recession, and balance of payments dif-
ficulties. Two of the principal issues on the agenda were re-
solved by the IMF's policy reform Interim Committee before the 
session's official opening. The committee decided to abolish 
the official price of gold and do away with all requirements for 
countries to use gold in official dealings with the IMF. It also 
decided that one-sixth of the Fund's 150 million-ounce stock-
pile of gold would be sold at free market prices, the profits go-
ing to the neediest countries. This sale could yield a profit of 
about $2.5 billion, which would then be used by the IMF for 
loans and other forms of aid to developing countries. Another 
sixth of the Fund's gold would be returned to those member 
nations that originally contributed it. 
In response to the demands of the newly powerful oil export-
ing nations, the share of the voting power of the OPEC coun-
tries was increased from 5 per cent in both the IMF and the 
World Bank to 10 per cent in the IMF and 15 per cent in the 
World Bank. However, the percentage needed for an affirmative 
vote was raised from 80 to 85 per cent, allowing the United 
States, with more than 15 per cent of the total votes, to retain 
veto power. 
The third major topic discussed-that of floating versus 
stable exchange rates-was not resolved and will be taken up 
again when the finance ministers meet in Jamaica in January. 
The burden of stimulating economic recovery has fallen to 
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those industrialized nations least hard hit by current world ec-
onomic troubles. In his opening statement to the meeting, IMF 
Managing Director Johannes Witteveen called on the United 
States, West Germany, and Japan, to "take measures to assure 
a solid and sustained recovery of their domestic economies." 
This would assure developing countries of a market for the ex-
ports which provide their revenue. 
However, US Treasury Secretary William E.  Simon "respect-
fully disagreed" that the United States should lead the rest of 
the world out of a recession by more stimulative fiscal and 
monetary policies. "Expanded world trade should not be re-
garded as the source but as the product of recovery," Simon 
stated. "Our highest responsibility as finance ministers ... is to 
pursue sound, balanced policies which promote economic 
gro~th without encouraging renewed inflation," was Simon's 
prescription for action. 
President Gerald R.  Ford said in his speech on the second 
day that recovery from the recession is "well under way" in 
America, although there were inevitable time lags. European fi-
nance ministers agreed that the recovery is "well established 
in the US economy, but threatens to fall behind schedule in 
other industrialized nations." Italy's Emilio Colombo had 
doubts "about whether world demand will show substantial 
recovery before spring of next year," and Ireland's Richie 
Ryan complained that "as yet, we have inadequate assurance 
of the arrest of economic decline, still less of early renewal of 
economic expansion." 
Though industrialized countries are feeling the pinch of ris-
ing oil prices, the meeting estabilshed that it is the developing 
countries that are the real sufferers. Henri Konon-Bedie, the 
Ivory Coast's finance minister and first chairman of the new 20-
nation "development committee" of finance ministers, set up 
by the IMF and World Bank last year to spotlight the poores,t 
countries' problems, said that the "debt problem is the most 
serious matter we face." 
Efforts-both recently proposed and currently in operation 
-by  both the IMF and World Bank to cope with the hardest hit 
developing countries' debt problems include: 
•  The IMF's special "oil facility," started last year, which gives 
member countries extra resources to cope with rising oil costs; 
•  A new "subsidy account" to help reduce the interest on loans 
made under the IMF's oil facility to countries hardest hit by oil 
price rises; 
•  A "third window"-the "interest subsidy fund"-of the World 
Bank to furnish loans at reduced interest rates; 
•  Direct distribution, to developing countries alone, of part of 
the profit from the sale of one-sixth of the IMF's gold at free 
market prices; 
•  A new trust fund, financed by the remaining profits of the 
IMF gold sale to help the poorer countries' balance of payments; . An expansion  of the fund's existing compensatory  financing
facility to cover the unexpected  drops in member countries'
export earnings;
o Re-evaluation  of the fund's rules for borrowing to allow
greater credit to needy countries;
o A compromise  agreement lor increasing the IMF resources
by increasing member nations'quotas  to about $47 billion;
o An extended  fund facility, intended  for the use of developing
countries,  which provides  loans over a three-year period, to be
repaid within six to eight years.
lf these agreements  were a plus for the lMF, the UN General
Assembly's  seventh special session equally scored a success
in bringing together  the views of the developed and developing
countries  on the ways of establishing a more equitable world
economic order. The session climaxed on September  15 after a
night marathon of its ad hoc committee acting under the chair-
manship of Jan P. Pronk, the Dutch minister for development
The compromise  contained  specific measures in the following
areas: international trade; transfer of real resources  for financ-
ing the development  of developing countries and international
monetary  reforms; science  and technology; industrialization;
food and agriculture; cooperation among developing countries;
restructuring of economic and social sectors of the UN system.
At the conclusion of the ad hoc committee's work, Chairman
Pronk remarked that not all issues had been solved,  but the
session had recognized  the need for international economic
change in concrete  terms. "We have spoken with each other,"
he said, "rather than to each other." Indeed, the fear of con-
frontation between the Third World and the developed coun-
tries, spurred by the memory of the intransigence of many a
representative  of the former during the earlier special session,
was not absent just before the beginning of this session and
hovered again threateningly shortly before the concluding
weekend's  marathon consultations among the regional groups.
But a constructive dialogue had definitely been engaged,  no-
tably between the "Group ot 77," the EC camp, and the United
States, following the comprehensive  statements  of the latter
two as early as the opening of the session on September  1.
The refusal by the United States to let itself be cornered by
the systematic  demands of the Group of the 77 aimed at
thwarting the free market system and creating a new interna-
tional economic order conceived exclusively as a function of
development  was tempered by the US tactical concession of
accepting the conceptual framework of that group as a basis
of discussion.
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Italian  Foreign  Minister and EC Council President  Mariano
Rumot:  "We welcome  the successtu,  outcome  of the sevenlh
speciat session  and look totwad as a Community  to
participating  in the action that will lollow."
The European  Community  came into the arena with a pack-
age-well agreed among the Nine and compactly negotiated
throughout the session-which benefited already lrom the left-
of-center general  attitude of the European  Community  vis-a-vis
developing countries, aided by such concrete achievements  as
the Lom6 Convention,  EC generalized preferences,  and the
Tokyo Declaration anticipating  priorities  in favor of developing
countries in the multilateral trade negotiations. The European
Community  also scored a prestige point in that it kept its res-
ervatlons  to a minimum,  compared  to the United States, on the
final version of the compromise.
On trade, compensatory  financing and the international
monetary  system, it was agreed that a concerted effort should
be made in favor of developing countries toward expansion  and
diversification  of their trade, improvement  of their access to
developed countries' markets,  notably of manufactures  and
semi-manufactures (something  the EC generalized preferences
already contribute to), the improvement  of market structures in
the field of raw materials (taking into account, however, the
distinctive features  of individual raw materials and commodi-
ties), and the stabilization  of export earnings. In this regard,
the United States proposed  the creation of a development  se-
curity facility, which would earmark  a substantial amount of
IMF resources  for stabilization of export earnings.
However, unlike the European  Community,  which only stated
reservation on the capacity of individual member states to go
beyond existing commitments in respect to aid targets (0.7 per
cent of GNP), the United states explicitly  voiced its opposition
to "indexing," though it would join in the agreement to study
this problem.  The United States was equally explicit against
setting specilic targets in official development  aid, the linking
of special drawing rights to development assistance  in the re-
form of the international monetary  system, and enhancing  the
role of developing countries in decision-making within interna-
tional financial institutions. The European  Community's  only
reservations in the monetary  and financial field were individual
member countries' difficulties regarding "untying" of aid and
the debt burden of developing countries. On industrialization,
the Community  explicitly stated that this section of the resolu-
tion was a valuable  follow-up to the Lima Declaration of the
UN lndustrial  Development  Organization.
The EC stance was facilitated  not only by its being effec-
tively on record as holding a relatively advanced posture  re-
garding trade and aid in favor of developing countries, notably
the poorest among them, but also by the willingness of the
Group ot77 to allow for greater flexibility of means and instru-
ments to suit individual  problems,  compared  to their initial, in-
transigent positions. Ultimately,  the flexible, "overall" ap-
proach to the vast array of problems  under discussion and the
prevailing atmosphere  of constructive dialogue played a role in
enhancing  EC cohesion throughout the sesdion.The ABC'S Ollhe MIN'S 
Multilateral Trade Negotiations Show US and EC Commitment to Economic Interdependence 
STEPHEN D. COHEN, associate professor of international economic relations at the School of International Service, the 
American University, Washington, and author of International Monetary Reform, 1964-1969: The Political Dimension 
The thicket of arcane technical issues which surrounds the 
multilateral trade negotiations now underway in Geneva tends 
to obscure their larger political significance-the negotiations 
as a measure of the cohesion, cooperation, and accommoda-
tion in the world economy in general and in the Atlantic com-
munity in particular. The trade experts of some 83 countries 
participating in the "Tokyo Round" of multilateral trade nego-
tiations (MTN's) are engaged in the immediate task of reduc-
ing and eliminating governmentally-imposed barriers and dis-
tortions to the flow of international commerce. Underlying this 
objective is the belief in the economic maxim that the interna-
tional specialization of production leads to a maximization of 
real income and hence to ah  improved standard of living in all 
trading countries. 
Beyond this level, however, three factors collectively have 
caused the negotiation of a more liberal and equitable interna-
tional trpding system to become one of the more important di-
mensions of international relations rather than merely a minor 
commercial exercise. These factors are the major changes in 
the international economy which have occurred since the 
beginning of this decade, the sheer growth in the volume of 
world trade (world exports increased from $188 billion in 1965 
to $806 billion in 1974), and the close relationship between cur-
rent trade barriers and politically sensitive domestic policies. 
Seen in this light, the MTN's become a metaphor for the con-
tinued transition of international diplomacy from an emphasis 
on national security issues to international ecoomic relations. 
This trend, already far advanced in the Atlantic community (in-
cluding Japan), has suddenly become a major component in 
developed-developing country (North-South) relations and is 
an emerging force in East-West relations. 
The Tokyo Round is far more ambitious than any of its pred-
ecessors. The latter generally limited themselves to reducing 
tariff duties; but the current MTN's have the full gamut of trade 
barriers on the agenda. All aspects of trade policies and meas-
ures, including agriculture, are under consideration. In ad-
dition, the Tokyo Round is addressing itself specifically to 
reducing import barriers on raw materials and semi-processed 
and non-technology-intensive manufactured goods, the prin-
cipal exports of the developing countries. (Previous tariff nego-
tiations have been criticized as benefiting only the wealthy, in-
dustrialized countries.) 
The objectives of the trade negotiations are succinctly stated 
in the so-called Tokyo Declaration of September 1973, which 
officially launched the negotiations (hence the name Tokyo 
Round): "[To] achieve the expansion and ever greater liberal-
ization of world trade and improvement in the standard of living 
and welfare of the people of the world ... through the progres-
sive dismantling of obstacles to trade and the improvement of 
the international framework for the conduct of world trade. 
[And to] secure additional benefits for the international trade 
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of developing countries  ....  " 
To accomplish these straightforward goals will require more 
than straightforward compromises: The MTN's transcend a 
technical exercise in horse-trading. They are in fact a political 
test of will and cooperation. Because of two fundamental dif-
ferences in the international economic order, the current round 
of trade negotiations are radically different from the six rounds 
of tariff-cutting exercises which have occurred in the postwar 
period. There differences are extensive structural changes in 
the international economy and the relative decline of tariffs as 
meaningful obstacles to trade. 
By comparison to the current MTN's the Kennedy Round 
negotiations of the mid-1960's transpired in a period of tran-
quility and stability. Consider the present turbulence in inter-
national economic relations: 
•  A simultaneous and ubiquitous swing in the world business 
cycle-first an orgy of inflation and now a mutual deflationary 
spiral downward into lost production and unemployment. 
•  The termination of fixed exchange rates: The international 
monetary system now is seeking both short-term rules on how 
exchange rates should float and long-term rules on exactly how 
exchange rates should be adjusted. Furthermore, the current 
float has followed in the wake of a massive realignment of the 
US dollar vis-a-vis most of the European currencies as well as 
the Japanse yen. The resulting effects on the international com-
petitiveness of these countries have yet to be fully assessed. 
•  A sharp increase in the cost of petroleum, a result of which 
has been a whopping new balance of payments burden for the 
oil-importing countries and a subsequent impulse to increase 
exports relative to non-oil imports. 
•  The emergence of Western Europe and Japan as mature 
competitors with the United States in world markets, one result 
of which has been the rise of political pressure within the 
United States to alter or abandon the traditional American 
commitment to championing a liberal world trading order. 
•  The debut of export controls and access to supply as trade 
issues in a system previously concerned solely with import bar-
riers. 
•  The continuing international digestion of the European Com-
munity's recent expansion to include Great Britain, Denmark, 
and Ireland as full members. 
Just as the setting for the Tokyo Round is unique, so too is 
its agenda. The MTN's cannot be viewed as a simple extension 
of the six previous tariff-cutting talks held under the auspices 
of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). The lat-
ter was organized in 1948 to serve as a central repository for 
national commitments to international trade principles, rights, 
and obligations. Each of these previous rounds was fathered by 
the Atlantic community's belief that reductions in tariffs were 
desirable ends in themselves since they produced mutual ec-onomic benefits at a politically nominal cost. As time-consum-
ing as the earlier tariff-cutting talks were, their agenda was far 
more simple, homogeneous, and non-political than the current 
negotiations. 
The current MTN's confront the economic reality that tariffs 
are no longer the principal culprit in imposing trade barriers. 
Today nontariff barriers (NTB's), such as quotas and govern-
ment procurement policies, are sufficiently important relative 
to tariffs that the former demand a major place in any negotia-
tions aimed at trade liberalization. The movement outside of 
the tariff question also means a movement outside of the tradi-
tional preoccupation with industrial products so as to include 
agricultural products, a matter of great controversy between 
the United States and the European Community. 
The increased negotiating leverage of the less developed 
countries (LDC's)-resulting from recent commodity shortages 
and the fear of further cartelizations in the mold vf OPEC-al-
ready have assured North-South trade issues a major priority 
in the new MTN's. Furthermore, it is not inconceivable that 
East-West trade issues could be added to the agenda if the 
Soviet Union and additional Eastern European countries join 
the still young Tokyo Round. 
The first prep~rations for the MTN's were begun by the GATT 
Secretariat in 1967, shortly after the conclusion of the Kennedy 
Round. The Secretariat concentrated its initial research into 
three areas-barriers to trade in industrial goods, problems of 
agricultural trade, and the developing countries' trading prob-
lems. By 1973 this effort had produced a wealth of updated 
data on post-Kennedy Round tariff levels, nontariff barriers, 
and possible negotiating rules and techniques for a new round 
of trade negotiations. And by early in the same year, the public 
declarations of commitment to trade negotiations by the Euro-
pean Community, the United States, and Japan had led to the 
creation of a Preparatory Committee for Trade Negotiations. 
Its purpose was to design an agenda acceptable to all of the 
major trading countries. 
The formal beginning of the MTN's was heralded by the 
Tokyo Declaration signed in September 1973 by 105 countries. 
Organizationally, the most important effect of the Tokyo Dec-
laration was the creation of the Trade Negotiating Committee 
(TNC, yet another acronym in the acronym-oriented parlance 
of the trade community). The main forum of the MTN's, the 
TNC, according to the Declaration, was to "elaborate and put 
into effect detailed trade negotiating plans and to establish ap-
propriate negotiating procedures" and also to supervise the 
negotiations' progress. To encourage participation by non-
GATT countries (mainly LOG's and Communist bloc countries), 
the TNC is not an instrumentality of the GATT. It is an entirely 
independent phenomenon created especially to manage the 
MTN's. It is open to any interested country. Still, the Tokyo 
Round is physically being conducted in the GATT's headquar-
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ters in Geneva to take advantage of its fqcilities and tap the 
expertise of the GATT Secretariat. 
GROUPS AND MORE GROUPS 
The first meeting of the TNC in February 1974 spawned six 
working groups that form the framework of the negotiating 
process. "The Tariffs Group," the only formal link with previ-
ous trade talks, is charged with furthering the tariff reductions, 
averaging 35 per cent, implemented in the Kennedy Round. 
Today it is estimated that the average level of tariff duties in 
the European Community and the United States is about 9 per 
cent, with Japanese duties averaging about 11  per cent. Lest 
anyone think the Tariffs Group's task is simple, it must be un-
derstood that these averages obscure the continued presence 
of relatively high duties on a limited number of products-es-
pecially in the United States-and the high protection afforded 
finished manufactures relative to semi-processed goods. 
The principal technical question currently facing the Tariffs 
Group is which of two broad tariff-cutting formulas should be 
utilized. The European Community favors the harmonization 
approach which seeks to "harmonize" the size of tariff duties 
by implementing larger cuts in the higher duties than in the 
lower dut1es. The American preference is for linear cuts, i.e. for 
uniform percentage reductions in tariffs on an across-the-board 
basis for all countries, as was done in the Kennedy Round. 
Other unresolved technical questions include the timing for 
phasing in the agreed-upon tariff cuts, as well as the base 
period and base rates on which the agreed-upon concessions 
are actually to be calculated. In sum, the T~riffs Group is still 
far from completing the technical, or analytical, phase of its 
work. 
"The Nontariff Barriers Group" has the immediate task of 
sifting through the list of 800-plus currently employed NTB's 
that the GATT Secretariat compiled into five brpad and 27 
specific categories. The five categories in the so-called illus-
trative list are: government participation in trade (export sub-
sidies, government procurement, countervailing duties, etc.); 
customs and administrative entry procedures (duty valuation, 
customs classification, consular and customs formalities, etc.); 
standards and packaging regulations; specific limitations on 
trade (quotas, export restraints, licensing, etc.}; charges on 
imports (prior deposits, variable levies, etc.). 
No one expects that solutions to all of these NTB's can be 
found during the course of the current MTN's. The first move to 
rationalize the workload came with the creation of four sub-
groups to give priority attention to four types of NTB's: quanti-
tative restrictions; subsidies and countervailing duties; st~nd­
ards, packaging, and labeling; customs valuation, documenta-
tion, and procedures. When sufficient progress has been made 
on these priority issues, the NTB Group has indicated that it is 
prepared to establish a second series of subgroups to concen-trate on other NTB's. But given the technical difficulty in cal-
culating the trade impact of most NTB's, no breakthroughs 
have yet been made. 
"The Agriculture Group" is charged with examining the com-
plex network of policies and measures instituted around the 
world in response to the universal political clout of farmers and 
to the equally widespread reluctance to become overly de-
pendent on foreign food sources. This group has the highly 
sensitive responsibility of reconciling the American demand 
for greater access to the European Community's agricultural 
market with the operation of an inherent component of the 
Community, its common agricultural policy. While the agricul-
tural question ended to be skirted at previous trade negotia-
tions, the Tokyo Round will represent an irresistible force 
meeting the immovable object of the heretofore sacrosanct 
agricultural sectors of the Atlantic community countries. The 
resulting give-and-take will be one of the key determinants of 
the success of the MTN's. 
The Agricultural Group has so far reached agreement on 
two procedural issues. The first is that it is to have primary, 
but not exclusive, jurisdiction over trade barriers affecting 
agricultural products. For example, a tariff question affecting 
a farm commodity could conceivably be discussed in the Tar-
iffs Group. The second agreement involved the formation of 
three subgroups to examine trade barriers in grain, meat, and 
dairy products. 
"The Tropical Products Group" was estabilshed to handle a 
major issue in North-South trade relations-improved access 
to the industrialized countries' markets for such tropical prod-
ucts as cocoa, processed spices, and certain vegetable oil-
seeds and oils. Having examined the relevant data in this area, 
the Group is now about to discuss the specific commodity 
requests of LDC's for unilateral liberalization of tariff and non-
tariff barriers by the industrial countries. 
"The Safeguards Group" is examining the systems under 
which countries which perceive that increased imports of a 
given commodity are injuring or threaten to injure domestic 
producers may take temporary, unilateral action to restrain the 
inflow of such imports. It is common agreement that GATT 
Article XIX, which permits this remedial action, is too nebulous. 
The Safeguard Group is studying the feasibility of negotiating 
a more specific and effective system which would be univer-
sally adhered to. 
"The Sector Group" is pursuing the question of to what ex-
tent the trade negotiations can be narrowed or compartmen-
talized so that all of the trade issues in a specific industrial 
sector are examined collectively and simultaneously. The first 
sector which is being studied for possible sectoral negotiation 
is ores and metals (including iron, steel, and aluminum). Under 
the sectoral approach, all trade barriers occuring anywhere 
during the processing stage of ores and metals would be dis-
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The Tokyo Round begins where the  Kennedy Round ended. All smiles from the 
US and EC  delegations, shown here together in May 1967 in Geneva, signaled 
the successful conclusion of the Kennedy Round. 
cussed. The American delegation has suggested that chem-
icals, electronics, and heavy electric machinery are other sec-
tors that lend themselves to this approach. 
The ultimate outcome of the MTN's will be determined by 
whether there is to be an agreement between the United States 
and the nine EC countries (that are collectively represented at 
the negotiating table by the Commission). The increased im-
portance of Japan and the developing countries nothwithstand-
ing, the key to a successful Tokyo Round will be an accommo-
dation of the external commercial policies of the United States 
and the European Community. Such an  agreement will have to 
encompass everything from simple tariff rates to sacred cows, 
such as agriculture and other domestic policies and practices 
bearing on internal political sensitivities. To measure the pros-
pects and problems of the MTN's it is necessary therefore to 
take a look at the objectives and areas of agreement and dis-
agreement to be found in the European and American sides. 
The first and most important area of agreement is that par-
ticipation in a comprehensive series of negotiations is prefer-
able to waiting out the turbulence in the international economic 
arena. The current worldwide recession, with its attendant un-
employment, and the onerous import bills accruing to non-oil 
producing countries, normally would produce a textbook case 
of a reversion to new import barriers and an indisposition even 
to begin discussing further trade liberalization. 
The onset of the MTN's reflects the fact that the disastrous lessons of the beggar-thy-neighbor policies of the Thirties are 
still vivid in policy-makers' minds everywhere. Indeed, the vir-
tual absence of unilateral measures to compensate for the re-
cent economic pressures has been a remarkable testiment to 
multilateral cooperation in the Atlantic community. That the 
negotiations could begin in such troubled economic times also 
reflects the sentiment voiced at the February 1975 TNC meet-
ing by then  head of the US delegation, Harald Malmgren: "The 
present world economic distress is temporary. But the work of 
this Trade Negotiations Committee will result in changes in the 
world's trading system that will last for decades-long after 
this present state of uncertainty has ended. Indeed, Jhis cur-
rent economic uncertainty makes it imperative for the nations 
of the world to work together to solve their problems collec-
tively. The process of negotiation is needed not only to estab-
lish a better structure for conducting our trade relations in the 
future but to help us manage our mutual relations now." 
The second critical area of agreement is a simple one, 
namely that the law of comparative advantage is still relevant 
and that a reduction of trade barriers would result in a more ef-
ficient allocation of resources, which would then increase 
everyone's real income. This, after all, is the rationale for trade 
negotiations in the first place. 
TIME AND PRESTIGE 
The relatively smooth transition of the talks from the explora-
tory phase into the procedural phase suggests that the out-
look for the final or substantive phase is good. Despite the lack 
of immediate technical progress in the six working groups, 
there is already a high level of commitment of both time and 
prestige. With each passing month, the bureaucratic momen-
tum builds toward a reconciliation of negotiating positions. To 
be sure, the trade negotiators have no shortage of important 
negotiating differences to reconcile. Since there is no real dis-
agreement that improved market access must be afforded the 
developing countries, the real differences lie in the demands 
and concepts of the European Community and the United 
States regarding each other's trade practices. 
On the subject of tariff reductions, there are two US-EC dis-
agreements. The choice between the linear and the harmoniza-
tion approaches, alluded to above, is primarily a technical 
question springing from the preponderance of very high US 
rates. It is an  issue which seemingly could be compromised 
without too much difficulty. The second issue is the extent to 
which tariffs should be cut. The American delegation is anx-
ious to utilize the full extent of the tariff-cutting authority grant-
ed to it by the Congress: reductions of up to 60 per cent in 
duties currently in excess of 5 per cent, and total tariff elimina-
tion where duties now are 5 per cent or below. 
The complete elimination of tariffs on industrial products 
would pose problems to the European Community on two 
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fronts. Such an eventuality would negate the impact of the 
Community's common external tariff (the backbone of any cus-
toms union) and the associate membership and preferential 
agreements signed with countries in the Mediterranean, Africa, 
Asia, and the Caribbean. Although the European Community 
has amply demonstrated its interest in the past towards trade 
liberalization, it paradoxically faces the political need to retain 
at least a nominal tariff duty on most-but not all-of  its im-
ports. 
Another source of early US-EC contention concerns the tim-
ing and staging of agreements. On the one hand, the United 
States has been pressing the concept of an "early harvest" un-
der which agreements would be finalized as they are reached 
by each of the six working groups. The US side has suggested 
that Congress would be better able to quickly approve a 
series of small agreements than it would a single package. 
The United States has identified a number of issues to be can-
didates for early agreement and disposition, a list which in-
cludes tropical products and a uniform product standards code 
covering health and safety requirements. The Europeans and 
Japanese have argued that each of the pieces of the package 
are interdependent, and consequently it would be preferable 
to tie them together simultaneously at the conclusion of the 
negotiations. 
Agricultural trade questions pose the most difficult, explo-
sive, and important differences between the European and 
American negotiators. As the world's most efficient producer 
of grains and feeds, the United States has a relatively straight-
forward position. It wishes to lower agricultural import barriers 
as extensively as possible, particularly in the attractive West-
ern European and Japanese markets. Given Congressional 
pressures and the notion that it was short-changed in this sec-
tor in the Kennedy Round, the American delegation is con-
vinced that it must bring home meaningful concessions to the 
farm bloc. 
The EC delegation must contend with the political fact that 
its farmers form a critically important voting constituency, the 
organizational fact that the common agricultural policy is an 
integral part of both Community cohesion and domestic farm 
policies, and the economic fact that relatively free trade in 
agriculture would mean a dramatic shrinkage of their agricul-
tural sector in the face of what would be a massive inflow of 
cheaper American commodities. 
The EC position in the MTN's on agriculture emphasizes the 
concept of commodity price agreements. To begin with, a sys-
tematic and regular exchange of information on worldwide 
trends in the supply of and demand for agricultural goods 
would be instituted to minimize the need for sharp changes in 
policy, e.g.  reduced buying or export controls. Additionally, a 
series of international commodity agreements for major agri-
cultural goods (cereals, rice, sugar, etc.) would be negotiated. Theodorus Hijzen, shown here signing the Kennedy Round's final act, again heads 
the European Community's negotiating team  this time around.  -· 
The agreements would be adapted individually to the market 
characteristics of each product and would seek to reduce mar-
ket imbalances and price fluctuations, primarily through a con-
certed stockpiling program. Formal price floors and price ceil-
ings could also be negotiated in connection with an agreed 
method of stockpiling to absorb surpluses and offset shortages. 
In the final analysis, the very breadth and width of the agri-
cultural question may provide sufficient negotiating range that 
a mutually advantageous compromise could be reached: One 
that might include adjustment in the system of variable levies 
(which automatically raises the prices of EC agricultural im-
ports to the internal support price) in return for modifications 
of US quotas on dairy products. 
A final issue in the US-EC dialogue is a procedural one 
which might be dubbed the "two branches of government" 
syndrome. On the one hand, the American delegation at times 
will be facing a non-commital EC delegation which has not 
received an approved negotiating position from the nine mem-
ber countries through the Council of Ministers. At other times, 
it will face an inflexible EC delegation which has just emerged 
from a long effort to establish a delicate consensus among the 
Nine. On the other hand, the European Community will be deal-
ing with an American delegation which at times will adopt an 
inflexible posture on the grounds that it is limited by what Con-
gress has demanded or is likely to approve. 
During the negotiations, members of both Congress and 
representatives of the nine EC member countries will be pres-
ent as "back-benchers," observing all aspects of the delib-
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erations. Both delegations, therefore, will have the burden of 
walking the fine line between the need to accommodate one 
another with the need to avoid antagonizing and diverging 
from the sources of their negotiating mandates. 
It would be fallacious to extrapolate the lack of any substan-
tial progress during this past summer into a prediction that the 
Tokyo Round will fail. The lack of a precedent for such com-
prehensive trade negotiations has required a considerable 
amount of data collection and technical discussions on defini-
tions and procedures. Individual positions at the early stages of 
a negotiation normally tend to be extreme and intransigent. As 
tough as the issues on the agenda of the MTN's are, nothing 
has yet trans  pi red to suggest that the political will to reach a 
mutually agreeable trade agreement does not exist or that 
there are unsurmountable conceptual differences that would 
likely postpone agreement indefinitely. 
In calculating what a successful Tokyo Round might pro-
duce, a final agreement presupposes a schedule of reciprocal 
tariff reductions, as in earlier trade talks. There will also be in-
creased accessibility of the industrialized countries' markets 
to the exports of the LDC's. Beyond this, what is likely to 
emerge from a successful Tokyo Round are broad codes of 
conduct and guidelines for consultations to coordinate domes-
tic economic programs and policies affecting trade. Collec-
tively, this would mean that a series of follow-up negotiations 
for specific NTB's are likely to be required, as well as a con-
tinuing number of informal, limited talks designed to handle all 
contingencies which could adversely affect the flow of interna-
tional trade, such as anticipated surpluses or shortages in 
agricultural stockpiles. 
Tariffs will not be banished in their entirety, and the United 
States will not burst the common agricultural policy. But that is 
beside the point. 
What is really important is an institutionalization of trade in-
terdependence: further mini-rounds of talks concerning spe-
cific NTB's and an obligation for any country contemplating re-
strictive unilateral measures to first weigh them against a com-
prehensive international code of nondiscriminating trade con-
duct and then, as appropriate, to bring them before an interna-
tional forum before imposing them. This is what a successful 
series of multilateral trade negotiations is all about. The virtue 
of such a multilateral system has already been proven in the 
last 18 months. The continued presence since 1974 of the 
world's trade policy specialists at the negotiating table surely 
is one of the prime reasons that so very few countries resorted 
to so few efforts to try to improve their employment situation 
and balance of payments by restricting imports. 
It would not necessarily be a bad thing for the current MTN's 
to continue, in good faith, indefinitely. The real failure would be 
for a delegation to equate failure with an inability to secure 
concessions for immediate and large increases in its exports. communnv News 
US·EC Relations 
Eisenhower Exchange Program continues 
Joel Davidow c::1sts  a bewildered 
glance at some of the 120 EC 
lawyers who work around him  in 
six languages and remarks: "I feel 
like a Yank in the RAF." 
Davidow usually hunts down 
illicit trade practices for the for-
eign commerce section of the US 
Justice Department. But this sum-
mer he joined the EC competition 
division for a few weeks as part of 
the Eisenhower Exchange Pro-
gram between the United States 
and the European Community. 
Later this fall an  EC lawyer will 
go to Washington to acquire a 
first-hand understanding of how 
the Justice Department applies its 
antitrust rules.  EC and Justice 
Department officials are hopeful 
that active collaboration in the 
field of antitrust enforcement can 
take place in the near future. 
Currently under study in a 
United Nations subcommittee is  a 
proposal for an  international con-
vention on antitrust cooperation, 
which would permit authorities to 
exchange information and pursue 
certain cases together in the way 
that criminal law officials are now 
permitted to do. Willy Schlieder, 
director general of the EC com-
petition section, hopes that the 
accord will be signed within two 
years. 
Of his recent experience work-
ing within the Common Market, 
Davidow says that he was highly 
impressed with the "efficiency and 
capabilities" of the EC stqff, de-
spite what he describes as "enor-
mous obstacles" in their work. 
"Their staff is only one-fourth the 
size of ours (the Justice Depart-
ment's antitrust division with the 
Federal Trade Commission), and 
the language difficulties can be 
overwhelming sometimes," he 
said. 
statement Issued on EC steal Exoorts 
The EC Commission, according to 
a spokesman at a September 22 
Brussels news briefing, has taken 
note of the petitions filed with the 
US Treasury on September 18 call-
ing for countervailing duties to be 
imposed on Community steel ex-
ports to the Untied States. 
"The United States Administra-
tion has informed the Commission 
that the Treasury is examining the 
complaints in  order to determine 
whether a formal investigation 
should be  initiated. In such a case, 
a preliminary determination must 
be reached within six months on 
the queston of whether Community 
steel products receive a bounty or 
grant which would require the im-
position of countervailing duties," 
"The Commission notes that 
this case is not an  isolated one. 
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Countervailing duties against 
Community cheese exports were 
threatened earlier this year. A 
countervailing investigation is cur-
rently taking place into Community 
exports of canned ham, and Com-
munity exports of motorcars to the 
United States are the subject of a 
separate investigaion into allega-
tions of dumping and injury. Inves-
tigations into other products are 
also imminent. Over one-fifth of 
the Community's traditional ex-
ports to the United States are now 
I  iable to be  affected in one way or 
another." 
Continued the spokesman: "The 
Commission is concerned at the 
general drift of these develop-
ments. As  regards the steel case, 
where the petitioners are com-
plaining against the remission of 
value-added tax on exports, the 
Commission recalls that such re-
mission of indirect taxes is ex-
pressly permitted by the GATT. In 
this case, as in the others, the 
Commission looks to the United 
States Administration to respect 
its international obligations and to 
exercise its general responsibility, 
with other members of the interna-
tional community, to control the 
forces of protectionism." 
EC concern over us Antidumoina Probe 
The US  Treasury's September 8 
decision to pursue its anti-dump-
ing investigation against European 
carmakers following the advice of 
the US  International Trade Com-
mission was noted with concern 
by an  EC  Commission spokesman 
at a September 9 Brussels news 
briefing. 
The Commission believes that 
imports in the United States of 
Community cars are reasonably 
priced and are manifestly not 
causing, or threatening to cause, 
material injury to the American 
automobile industry. In the Com-
mission's view, the ongoing US  in-
vestigations appear inconsistent 
with the antidumping code of the 
General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade (GATT), to which the United 
States is a party. 
The Commission has made it 
clear to the US  authorities that it 
takes a serious view of this "threat 
to a traditional and important mar-
ket" and of the harassment, legal 
expense, and possible disruption 
to trade which continuation of the 
investigation implies. 
EC study on Auto Trade Released 
Recent studies of the American 
car market completed by the EC 
Commission support the view that 
foreign car imports are "reason-
ably priced" and do not pose any 
serious threat of "material injury 
to the US automobile industry." 
The prolonged recession has 
encouraged American customers 
to seek lower-priced compact cars 
that consume less fuel, suggests 
the EC study. While the US car in-
dustry adjusts to the changing de-
mands of the American buyer, 
sales of smaller, low fuel-con-
sumption foreign cars have 
jumped considerably. Over the last 
15 months, foreign imports have 
increased their share of the US 
auto market from 15.1  per cent to 
20.2 per cent, despite an overall 
decline in the number of cars sold 
in the United States. 
The American market is still 
dominated by the "big three" 
US auto makers-General Motors, 
Ford, and Chrysler. GM accounts 
for about 40  per cent of total US 
car sales annually, while Ford 
holds 24 per cent, and Chrysler 14 
per cent of the market. 
Of the 20.2 per cent of the mar-
ket shared by foreign car produc-
ers, one-third come from Canada 
(where the auto industry is fully 
controlled by US subsidiaries), 
one-fourth from Japan, and one-
fourth from Germany, with five 
other European nations providing 
the remainder. EC figures also 
show that over the last three years, 
more than 13 per cent of the US 
car imports were produced by 
American-owned subsidiaries, 
such as the Ford plant in Cologne, 
Germany, and the GM  factory in 
Antwerp, Belgium. 
Some Europeans maintain that 
the current dumping allegations 
reflect "quick-strike" protectionist 
attempts by US authorities, who 
may want to achieve key conces-
sions before moving on to the hard 
bargaining expected later at the 
multinational trade talk's in 
Geneva. studies on Hiaher Education Launched 
The European Cultural Founda-
tion's Brussels-based institute for 
the study of future problems in 
education policy, inaugurated in 
January 1975, plans to collaborate 
extensively with American groups, 
such as the Carnegie Council on 
Policy Studies for Higher Educa-
tion, so that research into the dif-
ficulties of higher education can 
be  placed in an  international 
scope. 
President of the institute is Asa 
Briggs, vice chancellor of the Uni-
versity of Sussex, and director of 
research operations is Ladislav 
Cerych. Founding members of the 
board include the International 
Council for Educational Develop-
ment (based in  New York) and the 
European Commission, repre-
sented by Commissioner Guido 
Brunner. 
The institute's initial research 
programs, launched this summer, 
include wide-ranging studies over 
the following topics: 
•  Educational leave in Europe 
(study sponsored by the Carnegie 
Council): An  international working 
Economy 
group composed of academics 
from five European countries is 
currently conducting a compara-
tive analysis of the utility of sab-
batical leaves in  the educational 
policies of Germany, France, Italy, 
and Sweden. 
•  Toward zero-growth in  higher 
education (financed by the Volks-
wagen Foundation): This program 
involves a statistical study into the 
reasons why some countries are 
experiencing rapid growth in the 
number of students pursuing uni-
versity education while other 
countries, especially the United 
States and certain European na-
tions, are undergoing a serious de-
cline after the post-secondary 
educational boom of the Sixties. 
•  Educational problems of mi-
grant workers and cultural minori-
ties primarily directed toward the 
plight of minorities in the Euro-
pean Community: This project is 
studying the learning needs of dis-
advantaged groups and how 
education improvements can be 
incorporated into the EC  regional 
policy. 
Halerkamp stresses concerted Action 
"There's no alternative-the Com-
munity must reactivate the econ-
omies of its member states togeth-
er," said Wilhelm Haferkamp, EC 
Commission vice president re-
sponsible for economic and mone-
tary affairs, at a September 19 
Brussels press conference. 
Reiterating the main conclu-
sions of the August 24 EC finance 
ministers meeting in Venice, Haf-
erkamp stressed that Community 
countries should take coordinated 
and simultaneous measures for 
economic recovery. Britain and 
Ireland, whose economic situation 
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is especially grave, should, on the 
other hand, takes measures to sta-
bilize their economies, Haferkamp 
said. 
Drawing attention to positive 
elements on the world economic 
scene, Haferkamp remarked that 
signs of economic upswing in the 
United States and Japan should 
facilitate the Community's eco-
nomic revival. Also, the meeting of 
the Board of Governors of the In-
ternational Monetary Fund and the 
International Bank for Reconstruc-
tion and Development, September 
1-5 in  Washington, produced posi-
tive results in  the realm of interna-
tional cooperation, which the 
Community wholeheartedly sup-
ports. 
Haferkamp applauded the con-
certation exercised by the nine 
member states in stimulating re-
covery. However, he warned that 
too great support measures might 
rekindle the flames of inflation and 
that the member states should be 
wary of a policy of "stop and go." 
Turning to other matters, Hafer-
kamp said that all that is left for 
the Swiss franc's membership in 
the EC currency "snake" is a polit-
ical decision by the Community. 
He also announced that the Com-
munity is studying a "good neigh-
bor" system for the Community 
countries not participating in the 
snake-Italy, Britain, and Ireland. 
Finance Ministers Meet in venice 
The depressing and depressed 
economic situation in the nine EC 
member states was uppermost in 
the minds of EC  finance minsters 
when they had an  informal get-
together in Venice on August 24 to 
examine the most urgent aspects. 
The nine ministers expressed 
concern about the extent and 
duration of the current recession, 
and the joint communique 
stressed a decision to undertake 
coordinated actions supporting 
economic activity, fighting infla-
tion, and improving long-term 
growth perspectives. The move-
ment will be spearheaded by those 
member nations whose balance of 
payments, inflation rate, and state 
of public finances permit them to 
act immediately. Action was 
almost immediately taken by the 
French Government, which ap-
proved a package of investment 
credits, tax carry-forwards, and 
other measures desi~ned to stimu-
late the French economy, and the 
Germans also adopted a relaunch 
plan. 
Developing countries were an-
other important topic of discus-
sion at the meeting, and the par-
ticipants declared themselves 
"deeply aware" of the "Third 
World's" particular difficulties. Ap-
propriate international action is 
needed to protect the purchasing 
power of the developing countries, 
the communique said, and an ef-
fort by industrialized countries for 
economic recovery is a pre-condi-
tion to any solution to Third World 
difficulties. 
At the sarne meeting ministers 
also prepared for discussions on 
the international monetary system, 
the role of gold, and floating ex-
change rates at the International 
Monetary Fund meeting in the 
United States in  early September 
at which the "Nine" wanted to-
and did-present a united front. 
EC Double Diaitlnllation continues 
Consumer prices climbed 14.3 per 
cent in the European Community 
from July 1974 to July 1975, ac-
cording to the latest figures of the 
Organization for Economic Coop-
eration and Development (OECD). 
Britain led the Community with 
a 26.2 per cent inflation rate for 
that period, followed closely by 
Italy with 24.4 per cent. On the 
other end of the scale, Germany 
registered a Community low of 6.2 
per cent, substantially below Den-
mark, its nearest rival for low in-
flation, at 9.9 per cent. 
The annual inflation rates for the 
other EC countries was set at: 
Luxembourg and the Netherlands 
(10.4 per cent); France (11.1  per 
cent); Belgium (12 per cent); Ire-
land (24.4 per cent). In Germany, 
Italy, Belgium, and Denmark, the 
rates are lower than the 1974 per-
formance. External Relations 
Latin American Visit Taken bY soames 
Commission Vice President Chris-
topher Soames, responsible for EC 
external relations, spent Septem-
ber 17 through October 2 visiting 
Guatemala, Venezuela, Peru, and 
Brazil in an effort to strengthen 
EC ties with Latin America. 
The first level on  which the 
Commission hopes to reinforce re-
lations concerns bilateral trade 
agreements such as those already 
concluded with Brazil, Mexico, Ar-
gentina, and Uruguay. 
On another level, the Commis-
sion is looking for closer multilat-
eral contacts through stronger re-
lations with the regional organiza-
tions of the Central American 
Common Market (Costa Rica, El 
Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, 
Nicaragua) and the Andean Group 
(Bolivia, Chile, Columbia, Ecuador, 
Peru, Venezuela). Th,is led Soames 
to the two organizations' respec-
tive headquarters, Guatemala City, 
where talks were termed "frank 
and fruitful," and Lima. 
Latin America's importance to 
the European Community is re-
flected by considerable European 
investments there, a volume of 
trade with the EC that exceeds 
that of Africa or Asia (excluding 
oil), abundant raw materials, and 
the Latin Americans' position in 
the "Group of 77." 
EC commission President Visits Asia 
Commission President Fran9ois-
Xavier Ortoli, in  Manilla on  Sep· 
tember 9,  called for greater eco-
nomic cooperation between the 
European Community and the 
countries of the Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN, 
comprising Malaysia, Indonesia, 
Philippines, Singapore, Thailand). 
OrtoH was speaking at the close 
of the September 1-9 tour which 
took him to three ASEAN member 
states-Singapore, Indonesia, and 
the Philippines. During his visit, 
Ortoli met with Singapore's Prime 
Minister Lee Kuan Yew,  Indo-
nesia's President Suharto, and 
Philippine President Ferdinand E. 
Marcos, as well as with members 
of their respective governments. 
The Community recognizes a 
special responsibility toward fos-
tering these countries' develop-
ment because two of them are 
Commonwealth countries covered 
by the "Joint Declaration of Intent" 
annexed to Britain's Treaty of Ac-
cession. 
Textile Talks Break Down, Then Resume 
Imports of a wide range of Korean 
textile products into the European 
Community are now subject to re-
straint for the rest of 1975. 
The EC  Commission found itself 
obliged to take unilateral emer-
gency action in  mid-August when 
a fourth round of talks on  mutw1lly 
agreed restraints broke down. The 
Community textile industry has 
been complaining loudly during 
the recession that it is  being 
driven out of business by cheap 
imports. 
Certain imports of gloves, socks 
and shirts from Korea were al-
ready subjected to emergency re-
strictions earlier this year. These 
have now been joined by knitted 
goods, shirts, vests, T-shirts, sin-
glets, pullovers, slipovers, jerseys, 
bedjackets, sweaters, men's and 
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boys' underwear, women's and 
girls' blouses, and woven fabrics 
of synthetic fibers. 
Meanwhile, negotiations on a bi-
lateral textiles pact between Korea 
and the European Community con-
social PolicY 
tinue. Considerable progress was 
made in  narrowing the two sides' 
differences during meetings held 
September 15-22. Talks were ex-
pected to resume soon. 
Hillary supports Tripartite Meeting 
Soaring unemployment in the 
Community-recent figures show 
4,675,000 registered as unem-
ployed against 2,880,000 a year 
ago-prompted the European 
Council, at its July meeting, to call 
for a tripartite conference bring-
ing together the economic min-
isters, the labor ministers, and 
"social partners" (labor, manage-
ment,  consumers). 
The Commission welcomes this 
move and is working on a pro-
posal for the conference's orga-
nization, according to Patrick J. 
Hillery, Commission vice president 
responsible for social policy. 
Hillery, speaking in Rome Septem-
ber 12 after meeting with Italian 
Labor Minister Mario Toros and 
State Secretary for Foreign Affairs 
Luigi Granelli, said that unemploy-
ment trends may not be as un-
favorable in  Germany and Den-
mark, but a general improvement 
of the situation couldn't be 
counted on.  Coordination at Com-
munity level is needed, in con-
junction with basically national 
measures. 
The Commission feels that the 
tripartite conference is important 
in  increasing the social partners' 
participation in the decision-
making process, an objective 
adopted at the Paris summit of 
1972. 
Hillery cited the Community's 
Social Fund as the prime instru-
ment in the Community's fight 
against unemployment. The fund 
helps train the unemployed in 
skills that will help them find work, 
has special programs for training 
migrant and handicapped workers, 
and is now concentrating on 
measures to alleviate the growing 
problem of unemployment of the 
young. 
The Commission is currently 
working on a proposal to bolster 
employment in the sectors hardest 
hit by the current economic crisis. 
The Social Fund's budget this year 
is 355.9 million units of account 
(UA) up from UA 267.8 million last 
year. (One UA equals about $1.18 
at current rates.) 
Educating Migrant workers' Children 
Conscious of the plight faced by 
some 10 million migrant workers 
and their dependents in  Europe 
(sometimes called "an unrecog-
nized tenth member state" of the 
Community), the EC Commission 
has sent to  the Council of Minis-
ters a package of educational pro-
posals designed to help the mi-
grants' children adapt to their new 
surroundings while preserving 
contact with their cultural origins. 
The Commission's plan involves 
a three-step approach. The first 
so-called "welcoming" stage re-
sembles the American "Head 
Start" program. It would provide 
language and cultural instruction in  the local country for the mi-
grants' children so  that they could 
begin their schooling without too 
many social handicaps. 
The second part of the Commis-
sion's program would offer con-
tinuous instruction, through cen-
ters outside the domain of public 
schools, in  the language, history, 
and social background of the mi-
grants' original country. Thus, an 
Algerian child living in  France 
would receive an  extra-curricular 
education in the Arabic language 
and cutlure, along with his studies 
in  French schools, so that links 
with his native country can  be  pre-
served. 
The third stage provides for the 
education of teachers in the cul-
tural centers and enables not only 
migrants but local Europeans to 
instruct the foreign children. 
The European Parliament was to 
discuss the proposals during their 
session in October, and Commis-
sion officials hope that the Council 
will act before the end of the year 
to allow initial operations to begin 
in fall of 1976. 
Eaual OpportunitY Begins at Home 
The EC Commission-which last 
year proposed equal opportunity 
legislation for women throughout 
the European Community-is un-
dertaking internal studies to see 
how it can put its own house in 
order. 
Currently 45 per cent of the 
Commission's employees are 
women, but only 7 per cent of the 
most senior "A" grade is made up 
of women (and most of these are 
bunched at the bottom of the lad-
der). On the other hand, 83  per 
cent of those in the secretarial 
grades are women. 
Harmonization 
In  the iinguistic and clerical 
grades honors are a bit more even 
-45 per cent women in  linguistic 
jobs and 41  per cent in clerical. 
But here again the more senior the 
job, the fewer the women. At the 
lower end of the linguistic ladder 
well over half the jobs go to wom-
en, but only 15 per cent of those 
on the top rung are women. Equiv-
alent figures for the clerical 
grades are 55 and 21  per cent. 
No women at all have posts with 
the highest possible classification 
-"A-1  "-and there has never yet 
been a woman Commissioner. 
commission to Firm Jelly standards 
Fruit jams, jellies, marmalade, and 
chestnut puree are the subject of a 
new Commission proposal in-
tended to make intra-EC trade in 
these products freer and competi-
tion less restricted. 
The proposal calls for stand-
ardization of some of the regula-
tions covering their manufacture 
and sale in line with norms 
worked out by the World Health 
Organization. More informative 
labeling is an important com-
ponent of the proposals as are 
limits on the amount and type of 
coloring and preservative agents 
that manufacturers can use in 
jams. 
As far as consumers are con-
cerned, the proposal will broaden 
their range of choice of jams and 
marmalades by allowing free 
movement between member states 
for products conforming to the 
standards .  Consumers will also 
benefit from informative labeling. 
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Science and Technology 
computer Development Program Proposed 
As a means of furthering a viable 
European computer industry ca-
pable of competing with the 
Americans and the Japanese, the 
EC Commission has proposed the 
initial phases in  a medium-term 
technology development program. 
The Commission suggests 
spending 23 million units of ac-
count (UA) on standardization (de-
veloping a common program lan-
guage), portability (developing 
software interchangeability be-
tween brands), security and con-
fidentiality of data, increased per-
Member states 
formance, and practical applica-
tions. (One UA equals one 1970 
dollar.) 
By 1976 the Commission hopes 
to have ready a more general pro-
gram involving support for the in-
dustry in assuring equal access to 
favorable sales financing terms 
and in concluding rationalization 
agreements to achieve economies 
of scale. 
The new proposals complement 
earlier ideas presented to the 
Council in March on priority areas 
for action costing UA 4 million. 
.. Father ol Modern Ireland" Is Dead 
Eamon de Valera, the "father of 
modern Ireland," died August 29 
in a nursing home near Dublin at 
the age of 92. 
Born in  New York City of an 
Irish mother and a Spanish father, 
de Valera spent his life fighting for 
Irish independence and promoting . 
Irish nationalism. During his color-
ful  political career, de Valera 
served as Taoiseach (Prime Minis-
ter) and Foreign Minister of Ireland. 
In the latter capacity he became 
a prominent figure in the League 
of Nations, serving as President of 
the Council in 1932 and President 
of the Assembly in  1938. 
In  1959 de Valera was elected 
President of the Republic of Ire-
land as a member of the Fianna 
Fail Party, which he founded. Re-
elected in  1966, he served in that 
post until his retirement in 1973. Publications listed may be ob-
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